Abstract
Introduction

41
Diffusion MRI measures the Brownian motion of water molecules in the brain, to which mathematical 42 models can be applied to estimate the underlying orientation of white matter fibers. Tractography can 43 then be applied to this model to delineate white matter pathways. Commonly, the scientific 44 motivation for tractography is to sample microstructural measurements, such as fractional anisotropy 45 (FA), of specific white matter tracts for the purpose of comparing populations or assessing changes 46 over time (e.g. 1,2). An alternative motivation is to use the tractogram to guide neurosurgical planning 47 5 95 
108
Methods
109
We propose two metrics for determining the reliability of a tractogram. The first is a simple method 110 that estimates the number of streamlines required to reliably sample a microstructural measure, such 111 as FA or mean diffusivity (MD). The second is a more complex method we term Tractogram 112
Bootstrapping which estimates the number of streamlines required to generate a binarised trackmap 113 that has a known margin of error in terms of voxels included and excluded. Both methods were tested 114 for three tracts: the corticospinal tract, the forceps major, and the long segment of the arcuate 115 fasciculus. Implementations  of  both  methods  can  be  downloaded  from  116 https://bitbucket.csiro.au/projects/CONSULT/repos/tractography-reliability/. Symbols are defined in 117 
Diffusion Metric Reliability Estimation
120
It is common to use a tractogram to sample from an image containing microstructural information, 121 such as FA. One common method to achieve this is to take the value from the image at each streamline 122 vertex (stepping coordinate), average these into a single value per streamline, and take the mean of 123 these streamlines values to get a final average. Generating and utilising tractograms in this way is 124 arguably a complex form of sampling, and so the more streamlines are acquired, the more reliable 125 (though not necessarily accurate) the tractogram diffusion metric will be. As this is an average-of-126 averages with a large number of data points, it can be expected to generate normally distributed 127 values, in accordance with the Central Limit Theorem (13). Thus, if a partially-complete tractogram is 128 available, the number of streamlines required to achieve a desired margin of error can be calculated 129 using the standard power analysis calculation (14) We prospectively calculated the required number of streamlines to achieve a microstructural 134 measurement of known reliability ( ). This process is described below and summarized in Figure 3 ; 135 refer to Table 1 for abbreviations. First, one thousand streamlines were generated, followed by 136 sampling of the microstructural image. From this sample, was derived using Equation (1). If the 137 number of streamlines currently generated ( ) was greater than , the process exited. If not, 138 additional streamlines were generated and appended to the tractogram. The number of additional 139 streamlines was chosen to be − , but constrained to the range of 1,000 to 5,000. The 140 process then returned to the estimation of . The minimum (1,000) and maximum (5,000) step 141 sizes used here were not strictly required, but solely used to improve the efficiency of streamline 142 generation due to the large number of tractograms generated for this study. Specifically, the 143 maximum step size reduced the risk of generating more streamlines than required. This often occurs 144 during earlier iterations in which the algorithm overestimates , thus generating more streamlines 145 than necessary. The minimum step size, by contrast, aimed to reduce the overhead of excessively 146 stopping and starting tractography, which can occur during later iterations when small step sizes are 147 used. 148
We note that there are two alternative sampling methods. The first is to average 149 microstructural values vertex-wise, rather than streamline-wise. This method can be used with the 150 current procedure by providing vertex-wise (rather than streamline-wise) diffusion metrics to the 151 proposed algorithm, and dividing the resulting by the mean number of vertices per streamline. 152
The second approach is to convert a tractogram into a trackmap, binarise this, and take the average 153 microstructural value within this region of interest (ROI). For this second approach, we refer readers 154 to Tractogram Bootstrapping (described below), which calculates the number of streamlines required 155 to achieve a stable binarised trackmap. , the number of streamlines required to 159 achieve target reproducibility; , the number of streamlines currently generated.
160
Tractogram Bootstrapping
161
Tractogram Bootstrapping (TB) was created for improving the reliability of morphological 162 measurements, particularly with neurosurgical planning in mind. Such planning typically delineates a 163 binary mask describing a region to be avoided for safety reasons. This safety region may be 164 automatically generated using tractography (i.e. a binarised trackmap in the case of probabilistic 165 tractography). As this ROI is binary, its quality can be summarized using the Dice coefficient (15), 166 similar to traditional tissue segmentation problems. Unlike performance estimates of such traditional 167 problems, however, the ground truth is not available, meaning that quantitative assessments of this 168 tractography-defined region must focus on reliability rather than accuracy. Reflecting this, TB reports 169 the number of streamlines to achieve a 95% chance that, if tracking were performed twice with 170 identical parameters on the same data, the Dice coefficient between the two binarised trackmaps 171 would be at least a user-defined target value ( ). For example, if is set to 0.9, TB would estimate 172 the number of streamlines required such that, if tractography were performed twice, the two 173 tractograms would have a 95% chance of a Dice coefficient of at least 0.9. 174
In addition to , TB requires two parameters that describe how binary trackmaps are 175 generated: the trackmap voxel size, and a binarisation threshold ( ) expressed as a fraction of the 176 number of streamlines contributing to the map ( ). The binarisation threshold is used to reject 177 voxels passed through by very few streamlines. For example, a binarisation threshold of 0.001 would 178 mean that a voxel must contain 0.001 × streamlines in order to be included in the binary map. 179
Tractogram bootstrapping contains four major steps: sampling, similarity estimation, 5 th 180 percentile calculation, and required streamline count estimation. These steps are summarized in 181 Figure 4 and 
The number of streamlines required to achieve the user-specified confidence criteria can then be 223 estimated from the inequality below for the streamline number: 224
Note that during development simpler alternatives to Equation 2 were explored but demonstrated 225 substantially poorer fits to data. 226 
Comparison with Cross Validation
235
Cross validation was used to assess the ability of the two proposed algorithms to estimate for a 236 range of reliability criteria and white matter tracts. We utilized the first 40 'minimally pre-processed' 237 diffusion datasets from the Human Connectome Project (HCP) Young Adult dataset (1200 Subjects 238 Release) (16). For each dataset, during tracking we prospectively estimated the number of streamlines 239 required to meet the criteria in question, using the previously described methods and the process 240 shown in Figure 3 . For each dataset and criterion, we then generated an additional 100 tractograms 241 each containing the predicted number of required streamlines. These 100 additional tractograms were 242 compared to one another (in terms of diffusion metrics or similarity) to ascertain the actual reliability 243 of this tractography. ). This minimal preprocessing included correction for b0 intensity 248 inhomogeneities, EPI distortion, eddy currents, head motion, gradient non-linearities, as well as 249 reorientation and resampling to 1.25mm isotropic (17). Each diffusion scan contributed to three 250 datasets: a high-resolution multishell dataset containing unaltered images; a 'downsampled 251 multishell' dataset generated by downsampling preprocessed images to 2mm isotropic; and a single-252 shell dataset generated by removing all but 50 volumes from the downsampled multishell dataset (5 253 @ b=0 s/mm 2 ; 45 @ b=1000 s/mm 2 , selected to be approximately evenly distributed on the sphere 254 using code provided in the aforementioned git repository). The single-shell dataset consisted of the 255 b=1000 s/mm 2 shell so that the tensor images would be maximally similar between the three datasets, 256 as these were calculated from this shell in all instances. Fiber orientation distribution images were 257 generated using MRtrix3's (18) multi-shell multi-tissue constrained spherical deconvolution method 258 (multishell data) or Single-Shell 3-Tissue constrained spherical deconvolution (single-shell dataset; 259 https://3Tissue.github.io), in conjunction with the Dhollander algorithm to estimate the tissue 260 response functions (19, 20) . 261
We generated tractograms of the right corticospinal tract for all three datasets to observe the 262 effects of spatial and angular resolution. To also observe the effects of anatomy, we also generated 263 tractograms for the long segment of the right arcuate fasciculus and the forceps major using the 264 multishell downsampled dataset. The multishell downsampled dataset was chosen for this task to 265 reduce computational overhead and to test the proposed algorithms at a resolution more typically 266 seen in current literature. 267
High resolution (0.7 mm isotropic) structural T1 MPRAGE images were denoised using Global 268
Approximate Block Matching (21). The registration between the T1 and diffusion data set was ensured 269 by performing a rigid registration between the T1 and first b=0 image of the series, using ANTS. ANTS 270 The long segment of the arcuate fasciculus was seeded from grey matter / white matter 280 boundary found within the pars opercularis. The grey matter / white matter boundary of the superior 281 temporal lobe posterior to MNI = 14.5 acted as an inclusion mask. Manually delineated 282 exclusion and inclusion masks (Supplementary Figures 4 -6) , designed to reduce anatomically 283 implausible streamlines, were moved from MNI space into diffusion space. The aforementioned 284 dilated corpus callosum mask formed a second exclusion mask. 285
The forceps major was tracked both from left-to-right (50% of streamlines), and from right-286 to-left, the results of which were combined to form a final tractogram. Seed or inclusion masks in each 287
hemisphere consisted of the lateral occipital lobe, cuneus and pericalcarine fissure. The splenium was 288 an additional inclusion mask in both cases. An exclusion mask (Supplementary Figure 7) , manually 289 delineated on the MNI template and moved into each subject's diffusion space, reduced anatomically 290 implausible streamlines. 291
Cross Validation 292
To test the tractography metric reliability method, the following was performed for each type of tract, 293 in each subject, targeting standard deviations of 0.001 for FA measurements and 10 -6 for MD 294 measurements. Initially, a tractogram was generated using the methodology summarized in Figure 3 . 295
To ensure a fair assessment of this algorithm, if this method generated more than streamlines 296 (i.e. overshot due to the minimum number generated on each iteration), streamlines were removed 297 such that the streamline count was . A further 100 tractograms were then generated in the 298 normal manner, each with streamlines. The mean FA or MD measurement was taken from each 299 of these 100 tractograms using MRtrix3 and the standard deviation for each subject was compared 300 with the specified stopping criteria. 301
Tractogram bootstrapping was tested for the same anatomical tracts for a range of confidence 302 parameters, listed in Table 2 . We note that Conditions A1 and A2 are too lenient for neurosurgical 303 applications and were only used here to explore the robustness of the proposed algorithm. A 304 tractogram was generated using the process described earlier, until the stopping criterion was met, 305 and the streamline count restricted to in the case of an overshoot. One hundred additional 306 tractograms with streamline counts were then generated, converted into binary trackmaps, and 307 paired into 50 sets of two. For each pair, the Dice coefficient was calculated in the way previously 308 15 described. The 5 th percentiles of these proportions were then recorded and compared with the 309 appropriate value. 310 
Tractography Metric Reliability Estimation
317
The number of streamlines required for reliable microstructural measurements varied considerably 318 by type of microstructural measurement (i.e. FA or MD), anatomical tract, and dataset ( Figure 5, top  319 panel). Of particular note, the number of streamlines required to achieve reliable MD measurements 320 varied by over two orders of magnitude, depending on the anatomical tract and dataset in question 321 Regardless as to the anatomy in question, when binarisation was performed without thresholding, the 340 volumes of the resulting trackmaps increased in a logarithmic manner (Figure 6 ). When thresholding 341 was applied as a function of streamline count, these volumes reached a plateau if sufficient 342 streamlines were generated. However, this trend demonstrated discontinuities when this threshold 343 reached the next integer (e.g. at 1000, 2000, 3000 streamlines), the influence of such discontinuities 344 diminishing as streamline count increased. In some instances, this meant that when binarised 345 trackmaps where generated from fewer streamlines, their volumes would be higher than when 346 generated with much larger numbers of streamlines ( Figure 6, Figure 7 ). We also experimented with 347 an alternative strategy (4), where the threshold was set at 1% of the maximum trackmap intensity. 348
This method showed the same behavior, with the additional drawback that the streamline counts at 349 which these discontinuities would occur was not easily predictable, varying by dataset and tract type. 
Predictive Performance 363
The predicted number of streamlines differed substantially depending on the dataset, anatomy to 364 delineate, and target reproducibility (Figure 8, Left) . To meet the reproducibility criteria at a resolution 365 20 of 2mm with multishell data, the number of required streamlines ( ) ranged from 593 (Condition 366 A2; arcuate fasciculus) to 16738 (Condition C2; forceps major). The number of streamlines required 367 to delineate the corticospinal tract was also substantially higher at a resolution of 1.25mm than at 368 2mm, but higher still for the 2mm resolution single-shell dataset. 369
The actual Dice coefficient at , as assessed by cross validation, differed by less than 0.01 370 from target values ( ) across conditions B1, B2, C1, and C2 in 99% of all tests (Figure 8, Right) . Such 371 absolute error was below 0.01 in 90% of cases for conditions A1 and A2. When purposefully selecting 372 fewer than streamlines, Dice coefficients were lower than for all tracts and conditions ( Figure  373 9, Supplementary Materials S3). 374 
